
Science
TBAT classify the five types

of vertebrate
Read through the document labelled 
‘Vertebrate Classification’. After this, 
create a fact file about the five types 
of vertebrate – writing at least three 

facts about each of the five 
categories

History
To gain an understanding 
about rationing in WW2
Watch the following clip which

explain what ratioing was:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-
clips-video/history-ks2-rationing-in-

the-uk/zbgby9q
Write a paragraph summarising

what you have learnt about
rationing from the clip.

Mathematics
To use BODMAS to solve equations
We must remember BODMAS when solving 

complicated equations in Mathematics. 
BODMAS helps us complete each step of the 

equation in the correct order.
B – Brackets, O – Orders (squared or cubed 
numbers), D – Division, M – Multiplication

A – Addition, S – Subtraction.
Work through the questions on the website 

and let me know how you get on!

French
To know how to introduce 

my family
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-
clips-video/english-ks2-meet-the-

family/zf7tgwx
Watch the video and practise using 

the vocabulary to introduce 
yourself. You can video yourself or 

write down the vocabulary you 
learn. 

Gold Class
Work Web

RE
To know the life of 

Siddhartha Gautama
Carry out research into Siddhartha 
Gautama online. Write six key facts 

about who he was and the key 
events that happened throughout 

his life.

SPAG
To accurately use colons in 

my sentences
Revise our learning about colons 

from last week. Write eight of your 
own sentences that include a colon. 
Remember a colon can be used for 
further explanation, to begin a list 
or at the beginning of a quote in a 
text such as a newspaper article.

PSHCE
To discuss the routines that 

can reduce the spread of 
bacteria and viruses

Create your own informative and 
vibrant poster that details the daily 
routines that you follow in order to 
keep yourself, your family and your 
peers safe and healthy. Illustrate

each of your routines too.

mblackburn@poolhouse.lancs.sch.uk

English
To know what happened to Pompeii in 

79AD
Read through the allocated eBook on Active 

Learn – Mission: Save Pompeii. Once you have
done this, write a diary entry from the

perspective of someone living in Pompeii at the
time of the disaster. Try to use as many of the
key writing features we have discussed in class

recently – colons, modal verbs, synonyms, 
ambitious vocabulary.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-rationing-in-the-uk/zbgby9q
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-meet-the-family/zf7tgwx


B - Brackets
O - Orders
D - Division
M - Multiplication
A - Addition
S - Subtraction

If you are struggling with the 
skills of BODMAS and are 
unsure about your 
multiplication tables, then 
please learn these instead and 
send me some evidence of you 
doing this instead.






